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Abstract

Instead of making behavioral decisions directly from the
exponentially expanding joint observational-action space,
subtask-based multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL)
methods enable agents to learn how to tackle different
subtasks. Most existing subtask-based MARL methods are
based on hierarchical reinforcement learning (HRL). How-
ever, these approaches often limit the number of subtasks,
perform subtask recognition periodically, and can only iden-
tify and execute a specific subtask within the predefined fixed
time period, which makes them inflexible and not suitable
for diverse and dynamic scenarios with constantly chang-
ing subtasks. To break through above restrictions, a Sliding
Multidimensional tAsk window based mUti-agent reinforce-
ment learninG framework (SMAUG) is proposed for adap-
tive real-time subtask recognition. It leverages a sliding mul-
tidimensional task window to extract essential information of
subtasks from trajectory segments concatenated based on ob-
served and predicted trajectories in varying lengths. An infer-
ence network is designed to iteratively predict future trajecto-
ries with the subtask-oriented policy network. Furthermore,
intrinsic motivation rewards are defined to promote subtask
exploration and behavior diversity. SMAUG can be integrated
with any Q-learning-based approach. Experiments on Star-
Craft II show that SMAUG not only demonstrates perfor-
mance superiority in comparison with all baselines but also
presents a more prominent and swift rise in rewards during
the initial training stage.

Introduction
Cooperative multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL)
has extensive applications, including sensor networks(Wu
et al. 2010; Shakshuki, Malik, and Sheltami 2009; Chen
et al. 2009), robot swarms(Hüttenrauch, Šošić, and Neu-
mann 2017), urban traffic(Cao et al. 2012; Singh, Kumar,
and Lau 2020), and many other fields(Mnih et al. 2015;
Liao et al. 2020; Ren et al. 2022), and has significant poten-
tial for future development. Compared to single-agent envi-
ronments, multi-agent systems (MAS) face numerous chal-
lenges. Firstly, joint action-value learning requires training a
centralized policy reliant on the complete global state. How-
ever, as the number of agents increased, the dimensions of
the joint state-action space (or the observation-action space)
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grows exponentially, resulting in “the curse of dimensional-
ity”(Daum and Huang 2003). Furthermore, due to partial ob-
servability and communication constraints, such global in-
formation is often difficult to obtain in practical applications.
To address these issues, independent learning (Tan 1997) is
proposed, wherein each agent learns its individual decentral-
ized policy. However, the local observation of each agent is
influenced by the behaviors of all other entities in the en-
vironment, including ally agents. This dynamic interaction
creates a highly unstable environment for MAS. As the num-
ber of agents increases, this instability is exacerbated, dimin-
ishing the effectiveness of independent learning.

Subsequently, by expanding the paradigm of Central-
ized Training with Decentralized Execution (CTDE) (Foer-
ster et al. 2016; Gupta, Egorov, and Kochenderfer 2017), a
sequence of value decomposition methods have emerged,
such as VDN(Sunehag et al. 2017), QMIX(Rashid et al.
2020b), QTRAN(Son et al. 2019), and QPLEX(Wang et al.
2020a), which have attracted considerable attention. How-
ever, the majority of value decomposition methods based
on the CTDE paradigm just satisfy the sufficiency of
the Individual-Global-Max (IGM) principle(Rashid et al.
2020b) without addressing its necessity, leading to limita-
tions in the function’s representation space and approxima-
tion capabilities. As a result, these methods converge to-
wards local optima, and their performance remains unsat-
isfactory(Rashid et al. 2020a). With the growing number of
agents, the solution space of the original problem further ex-
pands, exacerbating this issue.

Inspired by human team cooperation and role-based
MARL(Wang et al. 2020c,d), subtask-based MARL(Yang
et al. 2022; Yuan et al. 2022; Iqbal, Costales, and Sha 2022)
decomposes a complex task into subtasks. Then, an indi-
vidual agent can learn to solve distinct subtasks rather than
conduct a costly direct exploration in the joint observational-
action space. Once tasks are decomposed, the complexity of
multi-agent cooperation can be effectively reduced. Task de-
composition can effectively divide global tasks into multiple
local subtasks, enabling agents to focus and operate more ef-
ficiently when solving subtasks. However, existing subtask-
based MARL methods have primarily adopted hierarchical
reinforcement learning (HRL) architectures, that each agent
can only perform a specific subtask during a fixed period of
time(Liu et al. 2022; Yang, Borovikov, and Zha 2019). Be-
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Figure 1: The architecture of SMAUG. The green part denotes the inference network, the red part signifies the subtask-oriented
policy network and the yellow part represents the mixing network. The concatenated trajectory set contains the trajectories of
different window sizes concatenated with current and predicted trajectory segments. (1) The inference network iteratively infers
the observations and rewards of future 1 to m time steps based on the subtask-oriented policy network, the current observation,
and actions to predict trajectories. (2) The subtask-oriented policy network takes the concatenated trajectory set to produce
local action values, {Qi(τ

t
i , a

t
i)}. (3) The mixing network utilizes {Qi(τ

t
i , a

t
i)} to generate the overall action-value function

Qtotal(τ
t, at|zt).The mixing network derives its hyperparameters from the current state and subtask set of agents {zti,k}

sides, some implementations limit the number of subtasks
(Yang et al. 2022; Liu et al. 2022; Iqbal, Costales, and Sha
2022; Yuan et al. 2022). These restrictions may affect the
capability of the aforementioned approaches to swiftly re-
spond to abrupt shifts in subtasks or the flexibility of them
to define the optimal number of subtasks.

In order to break through the above limitations and facili-
tate a flexible response to varied and dynamic environments,
the subtasks must be dynamically identified and adapted in
real-time, and the collaboration of multi-agents should be
improved to ensure the successful accomplishment of com-
plex tasks.

To solve the above challenges, we propose a real-
time subtask recognition MARL method, called Sliding
Multidimensional Task MARL Architecture (SMAUG).
SMAUG can dynamically recognize and switch subtasks in
real-time, and adapt to diverse and evolving scenarios. In
SMAUG, the inference network is elaborately designed for
subtask recognition, and the intrinsic motivation rewards are
defined to promote subtask exploration and behavior diver-
sity. At each time step, SMAUG utilizes the set of subtasks
for a multi-agent team as input to the mixing network to en-
hance the rational credit assignments of agents engaged in
distinct subtasks.

Experimental results demonstrate that SMAUG outper-
forms all baselines on the StarCraft II micromanagement
environments(Vinyals et al. 2017; Samvelyan et al. 2019).

Moreover, it effectively balances performance and algorith-
mic stability.

Preliminaries
Problem Formulation
Our method considers multi-agent cooperative tasks and uti-
lizes Decentralized Partially Observable Markov Decision
Processes (Dec-POMDPs)(Oliehoek, Amato et al. 2016) for
modeling.

Dec-POMDPs are represented by a tuple G =<
I, S,A, P,R,Ω, O, n, γ >, where I = {1, 2, ..., n} denotes
a finite set of n agents, S is the state space, A is the finite
action set and γ denotes the discount factor. In a partially
observable setting, the observation oti ∈ Ω for agent i is
obtained according to the current state sti through the ob-
servation function O(s, i) at time step t. The history tra-
jectory of agent i is denoted by τ ti ∈ T ≡ (Ω × A)∗.
At each time step t, each agent i selects an action ati ∈ A
based on its observation oti, forming a joint action at ∈ An,
leading to the next state st+1 according to the state transi-
tion function P

(
st+1|st, at

)
, and an external global reward

rt = R(st, at) is obtained.
The goal of MARL methods is to learn a joint policy

composed of individual policies, i.e. π = (π1, ..., πn) that
maximizes the sum of the expectations of the discounted re-
wards, i.e. maximizeE[G0], where Gt =

∑∞
k=0 γ

krt+k.
Thus, the Q-learning methods aim to learn the joint action-



value function for the joint policy π, where Qπ(st, at) =
Est+1:∞,at+1:∞ [

∑∞
k=0 γ

krt+k|st, at].

Method
The architecture of SMAUG is composed of three compo-
nents: inference network, subtask-oriented policy network,
and mixing network, as Figure 1 presented. The SMAUG
framework follows the CTDE paradigm. It learns local
action-value functions for agents which are then fed into
the mixing network to calculate the global TD loss used
for centralized training. The training process of SMAUG in-
cludes the below steps : (1) Subtask Recognition based on
the sliding multidimensional task window, (2) Subtask Ex-
ploration based on the intrinsic motivation reward function,
(3) Subtask Prediction based on the inference network and
(4) Subtask-oriented Policy Network Training. During exe-
cution, the mixing network is removed, and each agent acts
based on its locally subtask-oriented policy network with or
without the inference network.

Subtask Recognition based on Sliding
Multidimensional Task Window
Intuitively, historical trajectories contain essential informa-
tion about various subtasks and can be utilized as the data
source for subtask recognition. Generally, the time periods
of subtasks are various, and can not be accurately predeter-
mined. Thus, SMAUG employs a sliding multidimensional
task window to extract and encode subtask information from
trajectory segments of varying lengths, utilizes Gate Recur-
rent Units (GRU(Cho et al. 2014)) and multi-head attention
mechanism(Wang et al. 2020b) to recognize current subtasks
of agents. Figure 2 illustrates the detailed process of subtask
recognition using the sliding multidimensional task window
without the inference network.

The sliding windows can effectively capture trajectory
information at various levels of granularity. The maximal
size of the sliding window nwindow can be adjusted ac-
cording to customized requirements. The historical trajec-
tory segment τ t−k:t

i = (ot−k
i , at−k−1

i , ·, oti, a
t−1
i ) records

observations oti and actions ati of agent i from time step
t − k to time step t. Our objective is to identify current
subtasks from the historical trajectory set {τ t−k:t

i }, where
k = 1, ·, nwindow. A smaller window size focuses on the be-
havior pattern of short-term subtasks, while a larger window
size captures that of the long-term subtasks. Then, nwindow

different dimensional subtask encodings {etz,k} at the cur-
rent time step t can be acquired through the sliding window,
where k = 1, ·, nwindow.

For each subtask encoding etz,k, a trajectory segment en-
coding GRU is employed to capture temporal dependencies
and to obtain multidimensional representations of the sub-
tasks {zti,k}, where k = 1, ·, nwindow. In order to generate
the trajectory encoding τ ti at the current time step t, a trajec-
tory GRU is utilized. By combining τ ti and {zti,k}, the multi-
head attention module obtains a comprehensive representa-
tion of the subtask zti . The multi-head attention mechanism
enables effectively recognizing and emphasizing the most

informative dimensions of subtasks. The weighted combi-
nation of the subtask representations can be calculated as
follows:

zti =
∑
k

αi,k · vti,k =
∑
k

αi,k ·Wv · zti,k (1)

The sum of the weights
∑

k αi,k is equal to 1, and vti,k
represents the linear transformation result of the subtask rep-
resentation zti,k through matrix Wv . The attention weight
αi,k calculates the correlation between the trajectory seg-
ment τ ti and its associated subtask representation zti,k. It can
be computed by the softmax operator:

αi,k =
exp(λWqτ

t
i Wkz

t
i,k)∑

expλWqτ ti Wkzti,k
(2)

, where λ ∈ R+ is a temperature parameter, set by default
to 1; Wq is a query matrix used to transform τ ti into queries
;and Wk is a shared key matrix used to transform zti,k into
keys.

This representation captures the diverse aspects of sub-
tasks, enabling effective recognition of various subtask pat-
terns and variations.

Overall, the sliding multidimensional task window, along
with the GRU and multi-head attention mechanism, forms
a powerful tool for identifying and encoding subtask infor-
mation from trajectory segments. It plays a crucial role in
SMAUG and contributes to the enhanced performance and
adaptability of the MAS.

Subtask Exploration based on Intrinsic Motivation
Reward
In this section, we propose a subtask exploration method
based on mutual information and entropy. To enhance the
exploration process of subtasks, three main aspects are con-
sidered. First, to ensure the sufficient exploration of different
subtasks, the diversity of trajectories for different subtasks is
maximized. Additionally, to prevent redundancy in subtask
concepts, the trajectory information between different sub-
tasks should be as different as possible. Second, we expect
the subtask-oriented policy to explore as many environmen-
tal states as possible by leveraging previous historical tra-
jectories, leading to diverse observations. Lastly, we aim to
maximize the diversity in behaviors among trajectories be-
longing to different subtasks. Effective subtask exploration
requires diverse behaviors to be generated based on current
observations associated with specific subtask trajectories.

To address the first objective, we maximize the mutual in-
formation I(τ ; z) between trajectories τ and sub-tasks z to
enhance their association. To promote subtask exploration,
we aim to maximize the mutual information I(o; τ |z) con-
ditioned on z, to reinforce the correlation between subtask-
based trajectories and observations while encouraging ob-
servation diversity. Moreover, to increase the diversity of
behaviors among trajectories of different subtasks, we max-
imize the mutual information I(a; τ |o) conditioned on the
current observations o. Finally, to encourage diversity in the
behaviors of trajectories belonging to different subtasks, we
maximize H(a|o, τ). The maximization objective is shown



Figure 2: The process of subtask recognition utilizing the sliding multidimensional task window.

as Equation 3. The detailed derivation can be found in the
supplementary materials.

rMI =I(τ ; z) + I(o; τ |z) + I(a; τ |o) +H(a|o, τ)
≥ Eo,τ,zlogp(τ |o, z)− Eτ,alogp(a|o)

(3)

We utilize two networks parameterized by θq={θτ ,θa} to ap-
proximate probability distributions:

p(τ |o, z) = Softmax(qθτ (τ |o, z)) (4)

p(a|o) = Softmax(qθa(a|o)) (5)
In summary, the final optimization objective is shown as fol-
lows:

rMI ≥Eo,τ,z[β1logSoftmax(qθτ (τ |o, z))
− β2logSoftmax(qθa(a|o))]

(6)

Subtask Prediction based on Inference Network
For better subtask recognition by the subtask-oriented policy
network, we leverage the inference network to predict future
observations and rewards, integrating them into the current
decision-making process. The process of continuous multi-
step prediction can be achieved by an iterative loop between
the inference network and the subtask-oriented policy net-
work. During the multi-step prediction process, the concate-
nated trajectory set is generated. Consequently, when mak-
ing decisions at the current time step t, the policy network
can take into account the concatenated trajectory set, lead-
ing to a more comprehensive evaluation of different decision
actions. Additionally, we can construct future discounted
rewards rf =

∑nf step

m=0 γmrt+m using the rewards gener-
ated by the inference network, incorporating them as part of
the training target for the subtask-oriented policy network,
where nf step represents the number of steps for inference.

The process in Figure 3 illustrates the acquisition of addi-
tional subtask trajectory segments through a series of future

Figure 3: The process of subtask prediction based on the in-
ference network.

inferences, utilizing a sliding window with a 2-step size. At
time step t, the sliding window is positioned at the end of
the current trajectory. The first inference involves predict-
ing the observations and rewards for the next step based
on the current observation oti and action ati. The window
then slides forward by one time step, and a second infer-
ence is conducted to predict the observations and rewards
for the following step. This process can be iterated multiple
times by an iterative loop between the inference network and
the subtask-oriented policy network. By accumulating these
inference results of different window sizes, the system ob-
tains the concatenated trajectory set, promoting the subtask-
oriented policy network to make more informed actions and
better recognize the current subtasks. Such an approach can
be particularly useful for tasks that require long-term plan-
ning and consideration of future trends.

The inference network consists of a public encoder, a de-
coder for generating observations, and a decoder for gen-
erating rewards. The parameters of the inference network
are represented by θd. The parameters βo and βr are used
to adjust the weights of the training observation and reward
losses, respectively. The training loss function for the infer-



ence network is as follows:

Ld =E[βo

∑
i

√
(fo(oti, a

t
i)− ot+1

i )2+

βr

∑
i

√
(fr(oti, a

t
i)− rt+1)2]

(7)

Subtask-oriented Policy Network Training
Finally, we demonstrate how our method steps, including
Sub-Task Recognition based on sliding multidimensional
task window, Sub-Task Exploration based on Mutual Infor-
mation, and Sub-Task Prediction based on Inference Net-
work, are integrated into the reward training of SMAUG as
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Overall reward design diagram

At each time step t, different agents are assigned to ex-
ecute distinct subtasks. Cooperation or competition among
these agents may be necessary to achieve the overall task ob-
jective. We combine the representations of different agents’
subtasks at the current time {zti,k} to obtain a representa-
tion of the overall task at that moment. This representation
serves as an abstract depiction of the entire task state. At
each time, by utilizing the current state and the subtask set
representations {zti,k} as inputs to the QMIX mixing net-
work, we achieve improved weight allocation for agents ex-
ecuting various subtasks. This process guides the QMIX ar-
chitecture to make trade-offs among different subtasks from
a task-level perspective, rather than solely relying on indi-
vidual agents focusing on local subtask objectives.

The subtask-oriented policy network training uses a
QMIX-style mixing network to integrate subtask-oriented
action-values Qi(τ

t
i , a

t
i) generated by individual policy net-

works parameterized by θp, resulting in a joint action-value
Qtotal(τ

t, at|zt) for the entire task. The sub-task-oriented
TD loss function is as follows:

LTD = E[(rt + βMI · rtMI + βf · rtf
+ γmaxat+1Q−

total(τ
t+1, at+1|zt+1)

−Qtotal(τ
t, at|zt))2]

(8)

rt represents external reward. rtMI represents mutual infor-
mation intrinsic reward. rtf represents future discounted re-
ward at time step t. Q−

total represents the total action-value

of the target network. βMI and βf are used as hyperparam-
eters for the intrinsic reward and future discounted reward,
respectively.

Experiments
Experimental environment StarCraft Multi-Agent Chal-
lenge (SMAC) II(Vinyals et al. 2017; Samvelyan et al. 2019)
is designed to provide a complex and challenging task to
test and promote the development of MARL algorithms. In
MARL research, the choice of maps can significantly impact
the effect among agents, the effectiveness of strategies, and
the difficulty of solving tasks. The SMAC II environment
offers a set of StarCraft II maps along with a series of tasks
and interfaces suitable for multi-agent systems.

In the environment, each agent is controlled by the pol-
icy network and interacts with the environment by taking
specific actions. Agents can move in four basic directions,
stop, choose an enemy to attack, or do nothing at each time
step. Therefore, the action space for each agent consists of
nenemy+6 discrete actions, where nenemy is the number of
enemies.

Baselines The SMAC benchmark (Samvelyan et al. 2019)
comprises 14 maps classified as easy, hard, and super
hard. In this study, we compare with current state-of-the-art
value-based MARL algorithms (ROMA(Wang et al. 2020c),
QTRAN(Son et al. 2019), QMIX(Rashid et al. 2020b),
COMA (Foerster et al. 2018), and IQL (Tampuu et al. 2017)
) on the super hard maps MMM2, corridor, 3s5z-vs-3s6z,
6h-vs-8z, and the hard map 2c-vs-64zg for comparison.

Hyperparameters For the purpose of evaluation, all ex-
periments presented in this section are carried out with 5 dif-
ferent random seeds. In the context of all conducted experi-
ments, we set the maximum sliding window size nwindow to
5, βMI to 5×10−2, βf to 10−2, and the discount factor γ to
0.99. The optimization procedure uses RMSprop, employ-
ing a learning rate of 5 × 10−4, α of 0.99, while abstaining
from incorporating momentum or weight decay. In terms of
exploration, we have employed an ϵ-greedy strategy, with ϵ
linearly annealed from 1.0 to 0.05 over 5 × 104 time steps.
Subsequently, the ϵ value remains constant for the subse-
quent stages of training. Our approach involves operating
with 8 parallel environments for the collection of samples.
These samples are then organized into batches consisting
of 32 episodes, extracted from the replay buffer. These pa-
rameter configurations are reminiscent of those employed in
QMIX. Furthermore, all experiments are carried out using
the computational power of an NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

Performance on StarCraft II
As shown in Figure 5, in the super hard and hard maps of
StarCraft II, the performance of SMAUG is beyond that
of other baseline algorithms after 2M training steps. Par-
ticularly noteworthy is SMAUG’s capacity to swiftly and
prominently elevate reward values during the initial phases
of training, underlining its rapid learning and adaptability.
Moreover, SMAUG maintains a commendably low standard
deviation across most super hard and hard maps in Figure 6,
indicating that SMAUG exhibits a higher level of reliability
and stability which far exceed the baselines.



Figure 5: Performance comparison between SMAUG and other baselines in hard maps

Figure 6: The comparison of standard deviations between SMAUG and other baselines. A smaller standard deviation indicates
that the algorithm’s performance is more reliable and stable across different situations.

While ROMA achieves similar performance to the
SMAUG algorithm in MMM2 and 6h vs 8z, it stands out
with the highest standard deviation across all super hard
maps. In contrast, both QTRAN and COMA exhibit lower
standard deviations in the super hard and hard maps, yet
their overall performance is notably poor.

In conclusion, SMAUG strikes a balance between per-
formance and algorithmic stability. This assertion is evi-
denced by its superior results in various challenging sce-
narios and consistently low standard deviations, indicating
that SMAUG can facilitate the exploration and resolution of
complex tasks, aligning with our expectations for its perfor-
mance.

Figure 7: Ablation studies with varying maximum sliding
window sizes on 3s5z vs 3s6z (super hard) and 2c v 64zg
(hard) maps.

Ablation studies
In this section, we conducted ablation studies across differ-
ent super hard and hard maps to evaluate the impact of vary-
ing maximum sliding window sizes nwindow on SMAUG.
Results are shown in Figure 7.

We found that in 3s5z vs 3s6z(super hard) and
2c vs 64zg(hard) maps, the experimental results indi-
cate that the best performance is achieved when the
maximum window size is set to 5. Interestingly, algorithms

with maximum sliding window sizes of 1 and 10 achieve
relatively close performance.

This suggests that a balanced window size efficiently cap-
tures both short-term and long-term subtask behavior pat-
terns. This balance enhances the decision-making capabili-
ties of the subtask-oriented policy network. A smaller win-
dow size (like 1) might mainly focus on immediate behav-
ioral responses, potentially overlooking crucial long-term
trends. On the other hand, a larger window size (like 10) may
contain more temporal information but could dilute subtask
information due to the inclusion of less relevant data points.

These findings emphasize the importance of choosing an
appropriate window size to strike a balance between captur-
ing various behavior patterns while maintaining the granu-
larity of subtask information. These insights are crucial for
optimizing the performance of the SMAUG algorithm in dif-
ferent scenarios.

Related Work
The current landscape of MARL frameworks can be broadly
classified into three categories. Firstly, Independent Learn-
ing (Tan 1997), wherein each agent learns decentralized
policies. However, this approach often results in instabil-
ity due to agents treating others as part of the environ-
ment. The second category is Joint Action Learning (Claus
and Boutilier 1998), which employs centralized policies
using complete state information. Yet, partial observabil-
ity or communication constraints can make global state in-
formation unavailable during execution. The third category
is the Centralized Training with Decentralized Execution
(CTDE) framework (Foerster et al. 2016; Gupta, Egorov,
and Kochenderfer 2017), combining advantages by learning
decentralized policies in a centralized manner, improving ef-
fectiveness and scalability. Although CTDE algorithms of-
fer solutions for many multi-agent problems, during cen-
tralized training, CTDE policies need to search the joint
observation-action space, which grows exponentially with



Algorithm 1: SMAUG
Parameter: θp, θq θd

1: Initialize parameter vectors θp, θq θd
2: Initialize inference buffer D̂ ← {},replay buffer

D ← {}, learning rate← α, window size maximum←
nwindow, future step← nf step

3: for each episode iteration do
4: Let t = 0.
5: for each environment step t do
6: for m in nf step do
7: Obtain action through the policy network of

agent i: at+m
i ∼ πi(a

t+m
i |τ t+m

i ).
8: Obtain observation after one-step inference

through the inference network: ot+m+1
i ∼

foe(o
t+m+1
i |ot+m

i , at+m
i ).

9: Obtain reward after one-step infer-
ence through the inference network:
rt+m ∼ for (o

t+m+1
i |ot+m

i , at+m
i ).

10: if m = 1 then
11: D̂ ← D̂ ∪ {(ot+m+1

i , at+m
i , rt+m)}.

12: end if
13: end for
14: Calculate the discounted reward of future steps:

rtf =
∑t+m

j=t γj−trj−t.
15: Obtain action through the policy network of agent

i: at+1
i ∼ πi(a

t+1
i |τ t+nf step

i ).
16: Obtain next state : st+1 ∼ P (st+1|st, at)
17: Obtain next observation: ot+1

i ∼ O(st+1, i).
18: Obtain total reward from the environment: rt =

R(st, at).
19: Calculate the intrinsic reward: rtMI .
20: end for
21: for each gradient step do
22: Update Policy Network and Mixing Network:θp ←

θp + α∇θpLTD.
23: Update Policy Network by Intrinsic Reward:θq ←

θq + α∇θqLTD.
24: Update Inference Network:θd ← θd + α∇θdLd.
25: end for
26: end for

the number of agents in MAS. This phenomenon often re-
ferred to as the curse of dimensionality (Daum and Huang
2003), leads to challenges in low sample efficiency, explo-
ration, and computational complexity. Consequently, CTDE
algorithms struggle to ensure individual policies converge to
global optima.

To address complexity and instability, a decentralized
parameter-sharing policy (PDSP) (Li et al. 2021) is widely
used. It reduces parameters by sharing neural network
weights among agents, enhancing learning efficiency. Ad-
vanced deep MARL methods use PDSP and CTDE, in-
cluding value decomposition-based (Wang et al. 2019), pol-
icy gradient-based (Lowe et al. 2017; Iqbal and Sha 2019;
Zhang et al. 2021), and other algorithms (Foerster et al.
2016).

Extending from the PDSP and CTDE, value decom-
position methods apply the Individualized Goal Modeling
(IGM) principle(Rashid et al. 2020b) to simplify joint action
spaces. However, existing value decomposition-based meth-
ods only satisfy the sufficiency of IGM and cannot meet or
only partially meet the necessity under certain conditions,
limiting the function approximation capacity and resulting
in convergence to local optima in most cases. As agent num-
bers increase, value decomposition becomes inefficient. Re-
cent approaches further decompose and extend the origi-
nal problem from different perspectives, leading to methods
based on roles, skills, and subtasks.

ROMA (Wang et al. 2020c) introduces roles to break
down the joint action space, allowing agents with similar
roles to share experiences and enhance performance. Chal-
lenges may arise in distinguishing roles solely from observa-
tions during execution. RODE (Wang et al. 2020d) decom-
poses joint action space into role-based local action spaces
through action clustering. Challenges may arise due to non-
overlapping action sets for roles. HSD(Yang, Borovikov, and
Zha 2019) hierarchically decomposes agent and time di-
mensions, addressing noisy action-level learning and long-
term credit assignment challenges. HSL(Liu et al. 2022) fo-
cuses on distinguishing agents’ skills with similar observa-
tions, adapting well to scenarios with diverse agent behav-
iors. However, due to the constraint on the number of sub-
tasks, exhibits a certain lack of flexibility in real-world sce-
narios. LDSA(Yang et al. 2022) improves behavior homog-
enization issues but is constrained by a fixed number of sub-
tasks, potentially limiting handling dynamic subtask scenar-
ios. MACC(Yuan et al. 2022) introduces task structure de-
composability, yet subtask definitions rely on human knowl-
edge and can be overly simplistic. For instance, in StarCraft
II (Vinyals et al. 2017; Samvelyan et al. 2019), MACC treats
each enemy as a subtask.

Conclusions
To address the challenges of subtask-based and role-based
MARL methods’ restrictions, an innovative real-time sub-
task recognition framework called SMAUG is proposed. The
SMAUG framework leverages a sliding multidimensional
task window and incorporates a multi-head attention mecha-
nism to construct effective subtask representations. Further-
more, the inference network is designed to assist in sub-
task recognition, allowing agents to efficiently identify and
adapt to varying subtask patterns. To promote subtask ex-
ploration and behavioral diversity in execution, an intrinsic
reward function is proposed within the SMAUG framework.
Experimental evaluations conducted in StarCraft II demon-
strate the superiority of SMAUG over value decomposition
baselines. Furthermore, SMAUG showcases a higher level
of reliability and stability which exceeds all the baselines.
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Appendix
Derivation of Intrinsic Reward Functions
In our approach, the intrinsic motivation reward function
based on mutual information is divided into three parts. The
first part aims to enhance the diversity of trajectories un-
der different subtasks and to prevent redundancy in subtask
concepts. The second part aims to promote diversity in ob-
servations under subtask trajectories. The third part aims to
encourage diversity in actions under subtask trajectories as
well as differences in actions among different trajectories.
We revisit our intrinsic motivation reward function and dis-
cuss each part separately.

Intrinsic rewards for the diversity of trajectories under dif-
ferent subtasks can be written as:

I(τ ; z) = Eτ,zlog
p(τ, z)

p(τ) · p(z) (9)

Intrinsic rewards for the diversity of observations under dif-
ferent subtask trajectories can be written as:

I(o; τ |z) = Eo,τ,zlog
p(o, τ |z)

p(o|z) · p(τ |z) (10)

Intrinsic rewards for the diversity of actions under different
subtask trajectories can be written as:

I(a; τ |o) +H(a|o, τ)
= H(a|o)−H(a|o, τ) +H(a|o, τ)
= H(a|o) = −Eτ,alogp(a|o)

(11)

The overall derivation process is as follows:

I(τ ; z) + I(o; τ |z) + I(a; τ |o) +H(a|o, τ)
= I(τ ; z) + I(o; τ |z) +H(a|o)−H(a|o, τ) +H(a|o, τ)

= Eτ,zlog
p(τ, z)

p(τ) · p(z)
+ Eo,τ,zlog

p(o, τ |z)
p(o|z) · p(τ |z)

− Eτ,alogp(a|o)

= Eτ,zlog
p(τ |z)
p(τ)

+ Eo,τ,zlog
p(τ |o, z)
p(τ |z)

− Eτ,alogp(a|o)

= Eo,τ,zlogp(τ |o, z) +H(τ)− Eτ,alogp(a|τ)
(12)

Because entropy H(τ) is a positive value, the lower bound
of the intrinsic motivation reward function based on mutual
information is:

I(τ ; z) + I(o; τ |z) + I(a; τ |o) +H(a|o, τ)
= Eo,τ,zlogp(τ |o, z) +H(τ)− Eτ,alogp(a|τ)
≥ Eo,τ,zlogp(τ |o, z)− Eτ,alogp(a|o)

(13)

Experimental Details
Baselines

The baseline methods include value decomposition meth-
ods(QMIX(Rashid et al. 2020b) and Qtran(Son et al.

2019)), policy gradient-based method (COMA(Foerster
et al. 2018)), role-based method (ROMA(Wang et al.
2020c)), and independent learning method (IQL(Tampuu
et al. 2017)). We employ the codes provided by the authors,
with their hyper-parameters finely tuned.

Architecture
In this paper, we adopt a QMIX-style mixing network,

utilizing the default hyperparameters recommended by the
original paper. Notably, we have enhanced the QMIX mix-
ing network by including the current team’s subtask set as
an additional input component. For individual Q-functions,
agents collaborate through a shared trajectory encoding net-
work and a trajectory segment encoding network consist-
ing of two layers: a fully connected layer followed by a
GRU layer with a 64-dimensional hidden state. Following
these networks, a 16-dimensional multi-head attention mod-
ule is employed to derive the current subtasks. Furthermore,
two separate networks are employed, each incorporating a
softmax operator(qθa(a|o) and qθτ (τ |o, a)), to calculate the
lower bound of the intrinsic motivation reward function.
While all agents share a one-layer Q network that takes in-
puts such as the current subtask and trajectory encoding,
each agent possesses its independent Q network structured
identically to the shared Q network.

For the inference network, we have implemented a shared
encoder and two separate decoders to predict the next-step
observations and the next-step rewards. The shared encoder
is a sequential neural network module composed of linear
layers and activation functions. It takes an input and trans-
forms it through hidden layers, applying batch normaliza-
tion and activation functions to generate an embedding in a
lower-dimensional space of size. The decoder consists of a
sequential neural network with two linear layers and a ReLU
activation function. It takes an input embedding and trans-
forms it through hidden layers to generate outputs.

SMAC Maps
Next, we will provide an overview of the various maps

from the SMAC benchmark on which we conduct exper-
iments. In the MMM2 map, our team is comprised of 1
Medivac, 2 Marauders, and 7 Marines, while the opposing
team is stronger, comprising 1 Medivac, 3 Marauders, and
8 Marines. The corridor map features homogeneous units,
with 6 Zealots facing off against 24 enemy Zerglings. Due to
the uniformity of enemies, all attack actions result in similar
effects. On the map 3s5z vs 3s6z, the player’s team includes
3 Stalkers and 5 Zealots, engaging against 3 enemy Stalkers
and 6 enemy Zealots. This scenario includes heterogeneous
enemy units, leading to distinct outcomes when attacking
Stalkers and Zealots. In the scenario 6h vs 8z, 6 Hydralisks
confront 8 Zealots. Lastly, the 2c vs 64zg scenario involves
only 2 Colossi as allied agents, facing a staggering 64 Zer-
gling enemy units, which is the largest number in the SMAC
benchmark. This setting presents a significantly expanded
action space for the agents compared to other scenarios.
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